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Enjoy Your Goodies!

Also here: calendar pages for Cancer season,
notes about the woo weather, and even a 2nd
Capricorn Full Moon release guide! I’ve also
tucked into this PDF a little card spread for
connecting with the energies of summer *and*
my Chart Harmony color code! To learn how to
color-code your own chart and calendar, hit my
free webinar Chart Harmony 101.

In these pages, you’ll find a worksheet for setting
your Cancer New Moon intentions on July 5th
and a guide to the houses (so you’ll know more
about *where* this lunation will show up in your
life). If you need help rendering your chart or if
you’re just getting started with all of this, watch
my free mini-course What Your Birthday Says
About You. It’s a fab foundation!

This is all just a sampling of the awesomeosity
packed into the plan•it planner experience. That
word is italicized because with a custom book,
you’re a part of our seasonal session Zooms and
a private community space for Q&A. There’s a
link in the footer of each page in this little packet
of goodies, should you wish to explore getting to
know yourself in this lovely new way.

Most of all, while tinkering with any of this,
remember: You’ve got this! Partial credit always
counts, since it’s your intention over your
precision that matters. Have fun! And if it stops
being fun, take a break from it. Stop pushing,
because you can’t un-fun yourself into fun. ;)

Chart Harmony Discord
Teachable course dashboard

book private time with Bon
Live Your Chart membership

text with Bon at 310.388.9852
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July 21 — 27
Cancer season ends with some drama! (Don’t take it personally.)

Recalibrate the releasing you did
during last month’s Capricorn Full
Moon and release again!

notes

woo weather

Chart Harmony color focus

Bonus Capricorn Full Moon this
week! Hit your release worksheet.

Sunday into Monday is straight-
up chaos in the skies. Lie low.

Mercury heads home to Virgo on
the 25th, exposing the details.

weekly theme

Notice the CH colors!
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The Chart Harmony Code
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1•3•5
ylz

3•5

BE SEEN! initiate, compete, work out hard, sing out, lead from the
heart; get pierced or tattooed; do hot yoga; bask

NO PEOPLE! refill the well, nap, reflect, walk, do inner child work,
eat comfort food, journal, get a massage, take a bath

BACK TO BASICS! declutter, fast, abstain; work on structure,
systems, budgets, shoulds, lists; keep it simple; transform

MULTITASK! take meetings, talk it out, send out emails, do social
media, livestream, shift gears, change it up, move fast

MONEY, HONEY! do housework, go on a date, collaborate, repair,
host a dinner party, focus on love/beauty, magnetize

GET LUCKY! expansion, growth, magic, glee; take risks, make
music, fantasize, dream, trust, play; go into the creative cave

Keeping in mind that there are several important considerations in your birth chart
that will factor into how the Chart Harmony colors show up in your life, here’s the
code for each of the 6 colors, followed by what it means to honor each of them. I’ve
included a rulership/glyph decoder page from the plan•it planner to help.

The checkmark represents full-strength of that specific Chart Harmony color.
The plus sign represents an increase in that color, but not enough to be a full-
strength checkmark. Head over to our Discord to chat through how this is going
for you!
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Chart Harmony Discord
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The Houses at a Glance
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Your public life, career,

pow
er, am

bition,

reputation, authority

figures, "visible parent."

Your community and

larger friendgroup.The

internet. Innovation,

activism, idealism.Mental health, karma,
institutions, obsessions,

spiritual guides, ancestors,

mysticism, prayer, magic.
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NOTE: We all have all 12 houses! Also worth noting: Your 1st house (1H) is the one that hosts your
Rising (Ascendant, ASC, AC, or AS, depending on what software or app you use to render your chart).
1H is the most PERSONAL of all 12 houses. All other houses have "co-stars" sharing the space!

Here’s your handy formula for basic astrology: The planet is the WHAT, the sign is HOW, and the
house is the WHERE. Example: A Venus in Leo in the 11th House (Bonnie Gillespie) = all the loving
and valuing and beautifying is done in a very grand, passionate, public way specifically in broader
communities and in service of utopian, innovative, progressive visions for us all. As you build your
Chart Harmony fluency, you'll begin to uncover your own statements!
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Planetary Rulers
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Chart Harmony
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You don't need to
understand astrology,
you just need...

Each sign has a ruler. That's a planet whose energy is in charge of that sign's HOW
(remember, the planet is the WHAT, the sign is the HOW, and the house is the WHERE it all
shows up). Using traditional rulership, we've got 7 planets and luminaries that rule the 12
signs. What kind of energy is dominant in your chart? Which planets make up the vibe of
your Life-Car? Are the nooks and crannies of your natal chart (and therefore your
personality) starting to make more sense now?

TIP: A great way to get fluent in rulership is to note the ruling planet for each of the signs
around your chartwheel, while you’re doing all that labeling. Consider that your Chart Ruler
is likely in a sign that is ruled by *another* planet. THAT combination actually flavors how
your personality expresses (the house influences WHERE your energy is most focused).
There are so many layers to this! I love it! I hope you're loving it too. Remember to come jam
with us at the Chart Harmony Discord!
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Use the Elements to Connect with the Moon

Fire Moons
When the Moon moves

through Fire signs, tap into
your passion, motivate others,
and keep moving. If it doesn't

turn you on? Don't do it!

Earth Moons
Under the Earth sign Moons,
be practical. Put in the work.
Get physical. Connect with
your health. Stick to your

commitments. Get stuff done!

Water Moons
As the Moon floats through
Water signs, it's your float

time too. Trust your gut, honor
your needs, and feel your

feelings. They're lovely!

Air Moons
When the Moon enters Air
signs, be ready to promote

your big ideas, communicate
and collaborate, talk it all up

and write it all down!

As we move through each lunar cycle, use the elements to help you find a rhythm to
your activities. Schedule your creative idea spark sessions for Fire Moons. Get loads of
items OFF your to-do list during Earth Moons. Use those Air Moons to express yourself
clearly and confidently! And of course, use those Water Moons to restore your intuitive
gifts. Let the elements guide you into Chart Harmony activities in organic ways! 
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HOW COMMUNICATION
WILL SHOW UP FOR ME

Summer Chart Harmony Spread
A wonderful way to connect with the season ahead is through your favorite tarot or oracle cards.
Without overthinking what you’re asking of the cards or what they’re asking of you, begin to shuffle your
deck while considering the Sun signs of the season we’re entering into.

Cancer is our cardinal water sign. She is the intuitive leader.

While it is not our responsibility to balance out the 4 elements (or even the 3 modalities or any other
components of the 12 signs of the zodiac), our ability to invite in what is not naturally showing up for us
already is often all we need to learn how very powerful we are. While holding the intention of inviting in
all that is for your best and highest good, welcome this clear and easeful communication.

Leo is our fixed fire sign. He is the passionate upholder.

Virgo is our mutable earth sign. She identifies, labels, and heals all.

There is 1 unrepresented element in summer: AIR. How can you invite
in air (communication) this season via pink Chart Harmony remedies?

WHAT SUMMER IS
HERE TO TEACH ME

HOW EXPRESSING
MYSELF WILL HEAL ME
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“I invite the intuition of this New Moon...”

Cancer New Moon Intentions

Whether you pull a tarot card, do an oracle card
spread, or draw a sigil to feel more connected
with your intentions, do a little sketch here to
represent the visual component of today’s ritual.
Then write a thank-you note to your future self.
You’ll revisit this note at the Full Moon in Cancer
on January 13th 2025.

Friday, July 5th at 3:57pm PDT

14º23' Cancer, in your             house

wear BLUE to honor Mother Moon

invite nurturing, self-care, tenderness

involve moonstone; use chamomile

treat your Cancer-ruled parts: breasts,
diaphragm, womb, vagina, stomach

The New Moon is the perfect opportunity to plant seeds that go with the most evolved qualities
of the sign in which the New Moon is happening. Here’s your guide for this month’s lunation!
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June 30 — July 6
Get ready for a summer peppered with explosions!
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Plant seeds for nurturing, self-
care, tenderness.

Plant Seeds
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notes

woo weather

Chart Harmony color focus

Cancer New Moon this week! Hit
your intentions worksheet.

Here comes retrograde season!
Each planet’s energy turns inward.

Avoid travel Wednesday if you can.
Mercury oppose Pluto is gnarly.
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July 7 — 13
You may feel a rush of energy this week. Channel it creatively.

notes

woo weather

Chart Harmony color focus

As Saturn and Neptune grow
closer, we’ll witness big illusions.

The week begins with creative
sparks and big opportunities!

The 11th is filled with magic,
beauty, progress, and self-love.

The 12th, however? Bubblewrap!
Venus opposing Pluto = intensity!
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July 14 — 20
Continuing the momentum, this week builds MOAR heat!
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notes

woo weather

Chart Harmony color focus

The 15th provides support for
getting sober, healing fully.

BUT! The 15th also holds some
explosive energy, so stay cool.

Get ready for (positive) truth
bombs dropping on the 18th!

By week’s end, Mars charges into
Gemini, bringing passion to our
words.
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2nd Capricorn Full Moon Release
This particular Full Moon is special (well, they’re *all* special, but this one is extra-special)
because we’ve already had a Full Moon in Capricorn, just 1 month ago! Consider this a second
chance for FULLY releasing anything you’re clinging to in the Capricorn area of your life.

Sunday, July 21st at 3:16am PDT

Letting go of...
This lunar phase can be exhausting. It can also be
stimulating. Tracking what’s true for the Full Moon
(no matter what sign it’s in) can help you plan your
life better! Circle/highlight accordingly.

JOYFUL     APPRECIATIVE     EMPOWERED     TIRED     
ENTHUSIASTIC     FUN-LOVING     PRESENT     PROUD     
STRONG     ACTIVE     LOVING     PASSIONATE     FREE     
HAPPY     OPTIMISTIC     CENTERED     HOPEFUL     SAD     
INSPIRED      COURAGEOUS     INTERESTED     AMUSED     
GRATEFUL     DELIGHTED     RELAXED     CALM     KIND     
CONFIDENT     CURIOUS     FOCUSED     SAFE     WORTHY     
CURIOUS     THRILLED     SELF-RESPECTING     HEALTHY

29º08' Capricorn, in your             house (see “The Houses” for details)
treat your Capricorn-ruled parts: bones, joints, knees, skin, teeth,
body hair

In these boxes, write a little bit about any “stickiness” with this particular Full Moon release.
What might you be resisting? (HINT: Capricorn Moon tends to feel safe via overwork.)

LETTING GO FEELS...
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How was your Cancer season?

Thinking back on Cancer season (June 20th to July 22nd), list off the Chart Harmony
rituals that you will now practice whenever you need to connect with the self-care and
tenderness-focused energy of Cancer and her ruler, Mother Moon.

days that NURTURING felt easy colors that made up these days

days that felt more COZY colors that made up these days

days my INTUITION kicked in colors that made up these days

Sure, Cancer is the mother of the zodiac (in fact, she’s the point of origin for what’s called
“the birth chart of the world”), but I like to think of her as the kind of mother RuPaul sings
about in “Call Me Mother” (Runnin' my business, Boss comin' through, When I step in you
know well what it do). She’s fiercely protective. She will use that big-ass claw when
cornered. But, yes... she will also hide deep in that shell (where she stores all her receipts)
to avoid conflict. You’re not imagining things: Cancer feels Ev.Er.Y.thing. It can be a lot.
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Any Questions?

A: Not at all! Ideally, you'll be able to find out what time you were born from your birth certificate or
by checking with a member of your family who remembers some details about the event, like
whether the sun had come up yet! Some folks have luck calling the hospital at which they were born
to access their archived records. If these options don't work out for you, there is a process called
rectification that some astrologers are able to do for a fee. This is a process of studying several
significant events in your life while interviewing you to determine the most likely range of birth
times. For now, work with what you have! If you're not able to get your birth time sorted out, you can
still have a wonderful experience getting to know yourself better. You won't be sure of your RISING,
which means the houses may all feel *off* for you, but you'll have the planets in their right signs,
and that's plenty to get aligned for an exploration that serves you well. For the sake of rendering
your chart without knowing the time, choose a birth time that puts your Moon or your Sun in the 1st
house. If you don't know how to do that, just choose sunrise.

Q: Okay, so we're using Whole Sign Houses for our charts now?

These lovely plan•it planner pages are already so wonderfully packed with info. Still, you may have
questions! Here are some of the more common ones, answered, in case you find yourself asking 'em.

A: That R indicates retrograde illusion (the varying orbit shapes and speeds of planets we're *not*
living on making it appear as if they're moving backward from time to time as we ALL orbit the Sun).
Any planet on your chartwheel with a tiny R next to it was retrograde at the time of your birth. The
fun part about this is that when that same planet goes retrograde throughout your life, you're
actually less distressed by its effects than other folks may be. Overall, the WHAT of that planet will
likely have your focus turned more inward. Also, your development in the area of that planet's
WHAT may be later in life. (Remember: The planet is the WHAT, the sign is the HOW, the house is the
WHERE it all shows up in your life.)

A: It actually means you're like most people. ;) The typical experience is to have a few planets or
placements clustering in one quadrant of your chart or even together in a single sign or house
"stellium" (clumping our lessons and gifts so they can serve one another and experience transits
with similar timing) and then open spaces. Of course, even "empty" houses are in specific signs in
your natal chart, so there's definitely energy there! In fact, depending on what's directly opposite
that house on the chartwheel, that "empty" energy could be exactly what you're meant to use to
balance out all that activity on the other side of your chart. Cool, huh?

A: Yep, to keep it simple, we're working with your chart using the Whole Sign House System! Placidus
may be the default house system in the site or app you typically use to render your chart, and that's
certainly fine for interpreting your chart on your own. In using the much longer-ago established
Whole Sign House System, we're assuring the most straightforward way for you to SEE yourself in
the stars. The Whole Sign House System democratizes where you were born (no more advantaging
the royals who paid the astrologers) while making calculations far more straightforward, because
each house starts at the same place a new sign starts. Yay!

Q: I don't know my exact time of birth. Am I screwed?

Q: Nearly half of my houses are totally empty on the chartwheel. What does this mean?

Q: There's a tiny R next to one of the planets on my chartwheel. What does this mean?
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Final Thoughts...

...and Fine Print

I often hear that astrology is overwhelming. So many signs and planets and houses (Oh, my!)
and that's before we even get into aspects and transits and retrogrades and fixed stars
and annual profections and secondary progressions and zodiacal releasing and firdaria
and, and, and.

This is why I adore bringing my childhood love of astrological storytelling into the here and
now. We can make meaning of so many of the parts of our charts! But the whole point of this
exploration is for us to be empowered, to have sovereignty, to lean into what we may already
be feeling is right... confident that it's exactly what our souls intended that we do!

And when you get turned around? Just come back to these tools. Connect with the work
you've put into this with me, align with the energies that are here to support you, and breathe.
Trust your KNOWING. You've got this!

While I believe in magic, I also love data. I love tracking patterns. And I especially love when I
notice that data backs up something magical. The placebo effect is scientifically backed. Even
when we know we're taking a placebo for a headache, the brain will send signals that relieve
us from perceived pain. So while some folks may roll their eyes at my adherence to planetary
hours or about some of the rituals I swear by in order to achieve Chart Harmony, I know
what works for me. Hopefully you're now feeling more confident around your woo-curious
setpoint, too.

The information provided as a part of your astrology consultancy services from Bonnie
Gillespie of Cricket Feet, Inc., is intended to educate, entertain, and inspire you as you find joy
in your creative journey. Nothing provided is intended to replace care that is better received
from qualified professionals in the medical, psychiatric, financial, and legal fields. Astrology
consultancy is not a substitute for a medical or clinical diagnosis or treatment.

In the Bonniverse, we pride ourselves on creating and maintaining an environment that is
welcoming for people who may feel under-represented and who are underestimated due to
race, gender expression, sexuality, age, physical state, religion, or neurobiology. We define
success as sovereignty around freedom, ease, and joy without buying into hustle culture,
championing unhealthy/dominant culture norms, or wallowing in scarcity.

In accordance with laws in several countries, we must emphasize that your work with us is for
entertainment purposes only. No guarantee can be provided as to the accuracy of a reading
or the efficacy of a service. YOU are responsible for your own life choices, actions, and
decisions. By receiving this training, you waive all rights to future claims as fully spelled out in
our legal terms and conditions at our website. Bonnie Gillespie of Cricket Feet, Inc., is not liable
for any direct, indirect, or incidental, consequential, or punitive damages arising from using the
expert advice available in any content, including consultations, readings, workshops, webinars,
calendars, apps, and reports. All rights reserved. All information is copyright 2024,
Bonnie Gillespie of Cricket Feet, Inc., a California-based corporation. Chart Harmony is
a registered trademark.
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And the more time we spend being
the versions of ourselves that 
we most love being, the less 
likely we ever encounter a 
place like that.

There’s this saying that the definition of HELL is
meeting the version of yourself you could’ve been.

I like to think we all have many versions of
ourselves available throughout our lives.
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Faced with no career and no college degree, my resourceful,
suddenly-single mother Charlsie decided that the hobby she
had picked up — to explore WHY she ended up having an
unplanned late-in-life baby (me) and WHY her husband of 28
years bailed — might be more than just a hobby. She booked
her first paid reading in 1977 and earned $20. Twenty years
later, the Oprah folks called to book her on the show's
"Remembering Your Spirit" segment. Charlsie's enoughness
was low, so of course she said no.

I promise not to say no when Oprah calls.

Over time, I’ve gotten less private about my woo-woo upbringing as my showbiz clients have asked,
“What does it mean when you say that about how you decide it’s the right time to do X or Y or Z?” and
so I share a little bit here and there and, well, we’ve now reached a point where it’s *such* a thing that
I have creatives booking coaching sessions with me NOT just to do the Self-Management for Actors
work on which I've built my empire, but to have their charts done! Turns out I’m really good at it. So...
Chart Harmony is a reclaiming of my New Age childhood. And a tribute to my mom.

As a kid growing up, I remember coming home from school,
bullied, and instead of the usual, "Oh, honey, they’re just
jealous,” my mother would say, “Oh, honey, you know your
Venus is afflicted in Leo." I've spent my life very much aware of
the rhythms of planetary influence and certainly how the
Moon can make one day a brilliant get-sh*t-done day and
then it slides into a sign that makes everything feel sloth-like.

Like Mother, Like Daughter
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